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Very good paper summarizing and illustrating state of the art data on benign hepatocellular nodules.
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

This manuscript provides a comprehensive review of focal nodular hyperplasia (FNH) and common 

types of hepatocellular adenoma (HCA) in resection specimens.  All pictures are original, and 

representative. It has a great value for teaching and education purpose. Major concerns: 1. A large 

body of pictures are organized in an ineffective way and the presentation is hard to follow through, 

particularly for HCA. Recommend to describe the macroscopy, microscopy, special  stain, and 

immunostain pictures of each individual type or subtype of tumor in continuous order.  Differential 

diagnosis should be the end of each type or subtype description. Maybe a table or diagram can 

provide better presentation. 2. No references are given for many comments and conclusions .Please 

provide references for the conclusions not resulting from  the manuscript . 3. There are many 

grammatical errors through manuscript. It needs significant polish, particularly in page 3 

(Introduction), Figure legends,  and Recommendations. 4. Figure 1C legend:  It appears to be a 

typical FNH macroscopy picture, showing well-demarcation and central scar.  An explanation is 

need when authors claimed that the findings are not- self-evident for FNH. 5. Figure 9 C,D legend: 

Author should provide references or explain why rosette formation is suggestive of malignant 

transformation.  In our practice, rosette formation in HCA is not an uncommon event; it is just a 

histological feature of HCA. Minor issues: 1. In Reference: please provide page number for reference 

2. 2. Need magnification for each micrograph. 


